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RevolutionParts Launches New Solution for Auto Dealers to Sell Parts and
Accessories on Amazon

Selling OE parts on the Amazon online marketplace is easier than ever for new car dealerships.

PHOENIX (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- RevolutionParts, the fastest growing automotive parts eCommerce
platform, launches its new Amazon solution to help dealers list more of their parts and accessories inventory on
Amazon in a fraction of the time.

Through the RevolutionParts platform, dealers can now list their entire parts & accessory inventory on Amazon
in just a few clicks. They can also adjust pricing and shipping rules, update listing details, and message
customers directly from RevolutionParts instead of using a separate Amazon login.

RevolutionParts automatically updates listings with the latest inventory and price changes to make it easier for
sellers to manage a high volume of listings. For dealers using CDK Global or DealerTrack, they can set up a
DMS inventory sync for even more accurate data.

The solution also provides calculated shipping estimates so dealers can control their overall profitability with
more precision. Filters can be set to quickly exclude parts from being listed based on seller criteria such as
hazardous materials or oversized items.

“We are excited to see dealers leverage our solution to easily reach 300 million loyal Amazon shoppers and
increase sales,” said Ibrahim Mesbah, CEO of RevolutionParts. “It’s extremely rewarding to help dealers sell
more profitably and maximize their online presence in this rapidly growing parts eCommerce market.”

The Amazon solution is now available for purchase. Dealerships can visit www.revolutionparts.com/amazon to
get more information.

About RevolutionParts

RevolutionParts helps automotive dealers maximize online OEM parts sales with powerful and user-friendly
eCommerce solutions. The company’s focus is on making it dead simple for dealers to sell parts online and
deliver a great shopping experience for their customers. RevolutionParts has scaled to over $500 million in
global transactions with hundreds of customers across the United States. For more information visit
www.revolutionparts.com/amazon.
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Contact Information
James Windrow
RevolutionParts
http://www.revolutionparts.com
+1 (480) 257-6280

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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